At Dimension One Spas, our precision
engineering is evident in every detail of
every hot tub we sculpt, derived from a
thirst for knowledge and a love for the
latest technology and hydrotherapy.
Dimension One Spas is proud to offer a
suite of genuine accessories to maintain
the beauty of your spa.

DISTINCTLY D1®
SPA MAINTENANCE
COVER CONDITIONER (CASE)
UV protectant restores color and
extends the life of your vinyl spa cover.
Quantity 1 = 1 case of 12 bottles.

6473-008

SANITIZING CONTINUED
75 SQ. FT. EZ-LOCK FILTER
Genuine EZ-Lock filters contain
the D1® logo and arrive with
plastic wrap for better sanitation.

01561-00-A

VISION® SANITIZING SYSTEM
FILTER CLEANER (CASE)

Vision® cartridges is an excellent
partner to conventional sanitizers

Clean your filter of grease, soap film,

and offers clean, clear water

oils, scale, and other common water

without the harsh chemical smell,

contaminants to ensure efficient

red eyes, bleached clothing, and dry

operation of your spa filtration system.

skin. Its silver catalyst technology

Quantity 1 = 1 case of 12 bottles.

kills 99.96% of pathogenic bacteria

6473-007

on contact. Lasts 6 months.

01512-261

SANITIZING

PUREWATER™ WATER ENHANCER
PureWater™ is an all natural water

ULTRAPURE REPLACEMENT BULB

enhancer. It simplifies water care,

Recommended to be

leaves spa water balanced longer,

replaced every 2 years with

enhances sanitizer performance,

average spa usage. Used on

conditions and protects spa shell

all Reflections® Collection

and equipment, and has a patented

spas 1998 to current.

formula which is gentle on skin with

01781-16Y-A

a mild lavender scent. 1.5L

™

6473-711

ULTRAPURE™ PLUS REPLACEMENT BULB
Recommended to be
replaced every 2 years with
average spa usage. Used on
all Bay™ Collection spas 2007
to current.

01710-0015

OZONE GENERATOR
For replacement on Bay™
Collection spas from
2003 - 2006, @Home® with
ClearZone® prior to 2015, and
select AFS units. Replace every
2 years with average usage.

01565-0001
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DISTINCTLY D1®
PILLOWS

UMBRELLAS

REPLACEMENT PILLOW
for Reflections® / Bay™ Collection spas.

2472-003 (GRAY)

2472-004 (CHARCOAL)
SPA SIDE UMBRELLA
Swivels 360° for versatility and privacy. Crank and tilt
mechanism allows for trouble-free operation. Spa side

COVER LIFTERS CONTINUED

ACCESSORIES

COVERMATE II UNDERSTYLE

TRANSCEIVER IN.TOUCH2 (D1® SPAIQ™)

Requires just 18” of

Wi-Fi for Reflections® or

clearance behind spa and

Bay™ Collection. Control

5” on each side. Powder-

your spa from anywhere

coated, aluminum tubing

in the world using your

with easy-to-install

cell phone. Requires 2015

non-corrosive mounting

or newer Bay™ Collection

brackets. Comes standard

or Reflections® spa. Now

with TowelMate accessory

works with Amazon Alexa

for hanging up to three

and Google Home.

towels.

6473-186 (BAY™ COLLECTION)

6473-042

6473-189 (REFLECTIONS® COLLECTION)

COVERMATE FREESTYLE

LIQUID FX™ FOUNTAIN KIT

base included. Umbrella folds neatly to side of spa when
not in use. Fully assembled and ready to operate.

6473-581C (BLACK)
REPLACEMENT PILLOW for @Home® spas.

2472-001 (GRAY)

2472-002 (CHARCOAL)

6473-581G (GRAY)

Requires approximately

6473-581M (MAHOGANY)

20” of clearance

SEATS

mounting base simply

behind spa. Adjustable
slides under the spa.

SPA BOOSTER SEAT
Suitable for all hot tubs. Suction cup

6473-040

01512-81

*Also available in gray based on year of spa.

N001-72 (CHARCOAL)

COVER LIFTERS
STEEL CORE COVER STRAPS
Once the buckles are locked down, they cannot be
loosened by someone other than the hot tub owner. Steel
cables are embedded in the mesh straps to prevent
someone from simply cutting them easily to gain spa
access.

6720-324

TITANIUM FLEX THERAPY PILLOW 2017+

2472-008 (GRAY)

includes the Cascade and
the Flame fountain inserts
which are interchangeable
with the standard insert that

01514-1001
E-Z LIFTER (PACK OF 4)
E-Z Lifter designed to fit
the Sarena Bay , Amore
®

@HOME CORNER PILLOW CHARCOAL

Liquid FX™ fountain. This kit

comes with the spa.

design keeps the seat from floating
or moving.

For spas equipped with the

Bay®, and Aquatic Fitness
Systems. The E-Z Lifter
makes spa cover removal
and replacement a snap.
One easy motion lifts and
stores your spa cover in
an upright position behind
the spa while saving on spa cover wear and tear. The E-Z

SPA STEPS
These hot tub steps have
a square back with a top
tread that is curved on one
side. The square edge of the
hot tub step sits toward the
hot tub for the Reflections®
and @Home® models. For
the Bay™ Collection, the top
tread is rotated toward the hot tub so that the curved edge

Lifter installs easily and requires only 18” of clearance

fits perfectly up against the hot tub.

behind the spa.

6473-100G (GREY)

03100-00-M

6473-100C (BLACK)

03100-08-M (XL)

6473-100K (TAN)
6473-100M (BROWN)
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